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Abstract Cloud computing has become one of the most
dynamic and adoptable computing paradigms. Multimedia
CloudComputing (MCC) is one of today’s hot research topic.
MCC is proven to be a most dynamic and efficient plat-
form for managing a large amount of multimedia contents
with maximum deployment of computing and processing
resources at the service provider instead of users. Resilience
and dependability are two key constituents to assure the
reliability and availability of any service in the presence
of errors and system failures. The heterogeneous environ-
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ment of MCC has given rise to various challenges related
to resource allocation and task management. Antifragility
is a key to such environments, to let the disorder drive the
strength of these systems. This paper is mainly divided into
three parts. The first part discusses in detail the available
state-of-the-art related to resource management under MCC.
Similarly, the second part presents the comprehensive lit-
erature review on the task management in MCC. The third
part presents the critical analysis and open research issues
in MCC which help the researcher to define their research
objectives in the field of MCC.

Keywords Cloud computing · Quality of service ·
Antifragility · Quality of experience · Resource allocation

1 Introduction

In the current era of technology, multimedia devices are
evolving exponentially. Such a rapid growth of multime-
dia devices has introduced a larger number of multimedia
applications and services. Thus, multimedia users over the
globe are producing a huge amount of multimedia con-
tents which require high processing and storage capabilities.
Hence, processing of such a huge amount of multimedia
contents in timely and efficient manner by fulfilling their
users’ Quality of Service (QoS) requirements is a highly
challenging [1–3] task. Moreover, due to diverse nature of
multimedia data, anomaly management is also one of the
big challenges. Thus, Multimedia Cloud Computing (MCC)
paradigm, which is motivated by the heterogeneous nature
of multimedia application and services, is different than the
other general purpose cloud computing paradigms [4,5] and
has capabilities to resolve such issues and challenges [6–8].
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Cloud computing is a large-scale distributed paradigm
where users can access various application softwares and
infrastructure through the Internet as shown in Fig. 1. The
service-oriented architecture and elasticity of infrastructure
provided by cloud computing is one of the major attractions
for organizations to opt it for their services. Cloud comput-
ing uses a enhanced optimization and focuses on sharing
resources among the cloud users to reduce the overall cap-
ital investment as well as operating costs [9–12]. Users can
benefit from flexible service models of cloud computing
which offer Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as
a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS), accord-
ing to their demands and requirements [9,13,14]. However,
failure is unavoidable in cloud architecture due to internal
or external conditions such as human-made faults, unre-
liable hardware/software, and natural disasters. Therefore,
the idea of using these failures to improve the resilience
and maintainability of cloud environment is the basic con-
cept of antifragility [15]. Taleb introduced the concept of
antifragility stating that “Antifragile: Things that gain from
disorder” [16]. This approach can be used in a cloud environ-
ment to increase its flexibility andproductivity usingdifferent
techniques. The authors in [17] introduced and discussed a
framework for resilience of computational systems through

a simple scenario. The authors interpreted resilience as the
emerging result of a dynamic process in which process repre-
sents the dynamic interplay between the behaviours exercised
by a system and those of the environment it is set to oper-
ate in. Similarly, in [18] the authors proposed a model of
the fidelity of open systems. The authors interpreted fidelity
as the compliance between corresponding figures of inter-
est in two separate but communicating domains. In [19] the
authors discussed and presented several examples on ongo-
ing research to employ the concept that instead of designing
systems to meet known requirements which always lead to
fragile systems at some degree, systems should be designed
wherever possible to be antifragile.

Cloud computing is themost adoptable field of computing
world which is categorized into three different types: Public,
Private, and Hybrid clouds. A public cloud is deployed by a
third party and provides services to the end users on demands
such as Google and Amazon. Private cloud is deployed by
a company for it internal use. Similarly, In Hybrid cloud, a
company stores some of its data on public cloud and most
secret data are stored on its own private cloud [20]. In the
next subsection, we present a comparison study over both
computing paradigms.

Fig. 1 General cloud
computing architecture
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1.1 Multimedia cloud vs. conventional cloud computing
paradigm

Traditional Cloud Computing (TCC) architecture refers
ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources such as
servers, networks, storage, applications and services. TCC
works as a utility computing where users employ services
and pay for what they use. Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure,
and Google App Engine are few examples of Public clouds.
TCC handles some key challenges like scalability, QoS, and
virtualization which makes the TCC an efficient computing
paradigm [21,22].

Due to availability of high computing and storage resour-
ces at low cost, cloud is an efficient and optimal option for
processing and storing a huge amounts of data [23].However,
due to heterogeneous nature of multimedia devices, applica-
tion, services, and different QoS requirements of multimedia
traffics, the TCC is not an appropriate computing paradigm.
Hence, a new efficient and fast computing paradigm, called
Multimedia Cloud Computing (MCC), has been introduced,
which processes multimedia contents (i.e., images, videos,
and graphics, etc.) in a distributed manner and eliminates
the installations of media applications on local machines
[24]. Therefore, MCC is quite different than TCC due to
timely processing and strict QoS requirements of multime-
dia contents. Multimedia contents require a large amount of
computing resources for their efficient and timely process-

ing. Thus, MCC must contain high-performance Graphical
Processing Units (GPUs), Central Processing Units (CPUs),
and storage capacities a shown in Fig. 2 to perform the effi-
cient and timely processing of multimedia contents [24].
However, TCC and MCC support a few common services
and applications but generally their architectures are widely
different from each other. Moreover, multimedia applica-
tions and services require different types and capacities of
processing and storage which motivates to design a cloud
that can handle all issues related to multimedia application
and service-related issues. The following are two main types
of MCC.
Cloud-aware multimedia (Cloud Media) Cloud media [24]
is defined as “Multimedia services and applications such as
storage, sharing, authoring, mash-up, rendering, retrieval,
adaptation, and delivery can efficiently and effectively uti-
lize cloud resources to enhance the Quality of Experience
(QoE) of multimedia users”. The main characteristics are
listed below:

1. Storage is always made available to the cloud users so
they can easily share their data everywhere.

2. Cloud can be used efficiently to edit different segments
of multimedia contents and combine them.

3. Cloud system can be used efficiently and speedily for
rendering and retrieval of multimedia contents.

4. Cloud can be used to transform different media contents
and deliver them to the users.

Fig. 2 MCC architecture
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Fig. 3 Taxonomy of MCC

Multimedia-aware cloud (Media Cloud) Media cloud is a
new multimedia computing paradigm [24] that ensures mul-
timedia features such as QoS and supports various types
of multimedia contents and heterogeneous devices. Many
solutions are discussed for task, resource, and QoS manage-
ment in Media Cloud [24]. To enhance the QoS, storage and
processing of multimedia contents are performed by cloud.

In the following sections, we present a comprehensive
review of the state-of-the-art related to MCC. This paper
mainly focuses on two important issues: (1) task and (2)
resource management in MCC. The complete taxonomy of
MCC is presented in Fig. 3.

2 Resource management in multimedia cloud
computing

In this section, we discuss a comprehensive overview of dif-
ferent techniques for multimedia cloud computing under the
category of resource management in MCC. MCC is newly
emerged computing paradigm and it’s highly challenging
because the MCC users required highly efficient and timely
computation of multimedia data which makes it different
from conventional cloud computing. Resource Management
in terms of processing and storage is a key issue in MCC
as different multimedia contents require different computing
resources.
Queuing model Quality of Experience (QoE) is one of the
main objectives of a media cloud provider. Nan et al. [25]
introduced an optimal resource allocation scheme for MCC

Fig. 4 Queuing model

based on queuing model. There are certain issues such as
cost optimization, service response time, QoE, resource allo-
cation cost that severely affect the performance of MCC.
Thus, the service response time, that is a time between arrival
of user request and its departure, should be minimized to
enhance the QoE of the multimedia user.
Single-class/multi-class service Nan et al. [26] also intro-
duced an optimal resource allocation scheme forMCC based
on priority services scheme in both single-class and multi-
class services case. In their proposed scheme, cloud is
designed in the form of a data centre which consists of a
master server and group of computing servers. The master
server acts like a controller node that receives, schedules, and
forwards user requests to the other computing servers which
further process these user requests. Themaster server and the
computing servers form a logical tree, in whichmaster server
acts like a root node and computing servers are the leaf nodes
connected with the root. Schedule rate and computation rates
are used to assign the weights to the links between the root
and leaf nodes, respectively.

Priority services scheme mainly contains three types of
queues; (1) schedule queues, (2) computation queues, and
(3) transmission queues as shown in Fig. 4. The schedule
queue, installed at master server is responsible for receiv-
ing and scheduling user’s requests for further processing.
After scheduling, the user tasks reach the computation queues
of their respective server and wait for execution. When
the requests/tasks are processed in computation server they
are forwarded to the transmission server, where they wait
in transmission queue before they are transmitted to their
respective users as shown in Fig. 5. Media cloud can opti-
mally process multimedia applications and services while
ensuring their respective users QoS requirements. A num-
ber ofmultimedia applications, i.e. images/videos processing
and 3D rendering cannot efficiently process client machines
as they need intensive storage and processing capacity, so
these applications efficiently process in MCC. There are two
major challenges; (1) service response time and (2) resource
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Fig. 5 Priority services-based queuing model

cost optimization that can severely affect the performance of
MCC.
Dynamic resource allocationMedia cloud enhances the per-
formance of media processing as it worked in dynamic, dis-
tributed, parallel, and shared environment [27]. The resource
allocation for media tasks in such a dynamic and shared envi-
ronment is a big challenge to achieve system efficiency and
QoS for the media users. Many previously presented designs
for media cloud have strived to improve system efficiency
but could not enhance the QoS for media tasks. Authors in
[27] investigated the properties of media tasks and required
resources to process them in a media cloud.

The main research focus of work presented in [27] is to
improve the systemefficiency andQoSbyfinding and assign-
ing exact amount of resources for any media task. For this
purpose, a dynamic allocation scheme is introduced based on
machine learning and previous task history. Survival func-
tion controls the resource allocation and grants the QoS to
media tasks. This dynamic scheme is compared with the
static resource allocation schemes and is found to be the
most appropriate scheme for multimedia cloud computing.
Moreover, their proposed scheme also addresses the resource
allocation problem in cloud based media platform. Media
tasks that arrive at multimedia cloud are heterogeneous and
have different QoS requirements. They initially proposed a
static resource allocation scheme, in which resources are
stored in a pool and are assigned to tasks as they arrive.
Media task requirements in terms of processing and stor-
age vary quite often, so a machine learning based dynamic
resource allocation scheme has been proposed that predicts
the exact amount of resources and enhances the performance
of media processing.
QoS-based resource allocationYirui et al. [28] discussed the
resource allocation problem in MCC and proposed a QoS-
based efficient resource allocation scheme to enhance the
performance ofMCC. Their proposed scheme considers both

the capacity enhancement of media servers and parameters
required to enhance the QoS in multimedia cloud. Energy
consumption, resource allocation, cost, and completion time
should be considered before allocating resources to themedia
tasks in MCC. Their proposed resource allocation scheme is
divided in to three sections; (1) task analysis, (2) cloudbroker,
and (3) resource manager. When a user request arrives at the
cloud, it is analysed to figure out its QoS parameters. The
cloud broker then compares the QoS requirements of user’s
request with the cloud resources and estimates the required
resources for the given job. Finally the resource servers assign
these tasks to the actual virtualmachineswhichprocess user’s
requests.

Authors introduced a utility function in their proposed
scheme that is based on the game theory in which they effi-
ciently distribute the cloud resources among all cloud users.
The utility function covers the objectives of both the users and
cloud providers. The users are concerned with the multime-
dia task completion time and cost of required resources and
the cloud provider’s concerns are about energy consumption
in the cloud platform. Themain objective of utility function is
to fulfil user and cloud provider concerns and ultimately gain
user’s satisfaction and minimize the energy consumption in
the cloud platform.This utility function allocates resources to
the media task in two phases. In the first phase, arrived media
tasks occupy the cloud resources without considering the
shared nature of these resources. It eventually creates a con-
flict among other media tasks, which is eventually resolved
by reallocating the cloud resources to optimize the perfor-
mance of MCC.
Media task QoS based resource allocation Bohai et al. [29]
discussed the overall QoS for media task and resource uti-
lization inMCCand proposed an efficient resource allocation
scheme based on media task QoS for MCC. The computa-
tional weight of the task which is found to fulfils the QoS
weight of media task is measured in terms of QoS weight
vector and an expected resource vector. Later, the resource
similarity vector from expected resources is calculated along
with an alternative resource vector by using linear normaliza-
tion. At the end, service satisfaction by Euclidean distance is
formulized and resources are allocated according to the ser-
vice satisfaction. Their proposed architecture is divided into
three components; (1) task pool, (2) media service manager,
and (3) cloud platform.

The task pool is the component where media tasks, i.e.
video, images, and graphics are processed. Media Service
Manager (MSM) is responsible for task analysis, schedul-
ing, and resource allocation and assigns appropriate virtual
machine to the media task. The MSM is a coordinator
between the task pool and cloud platform. The cloud plat-
form is the actual cloud resource that process media tasks.
As the allocation of resources to the media task is based
on QoS weight vectors so the task analysis module must be
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aware of all the physical resources. It can be easily com-
puted based on the expected resource vector. Furthermore,
there is heterogeneity in media tasks and cloud platform so
allocation and scheduling of resources is based on expected
resources vector. MSM selects appropriate resources from
resource pool and sends resource information to the virtual
machine (VM) module. A VM is created which processes
the media task and return the resources when finished.
Cost effective resource allocation MCC computing para-
digm is also very effective and efficient solution for E-health
systems [30]. E-health systems require high capacity of
computing resources, i.e. high processing power, storage
capacity, and network bandwidth. Keeping in view the
dynamic and delay-sensitive nature of E-health applications,
the cloud computing is an optimal option because it can
dynamically adjusts the resources for such systems. How-
ever, issues like cost effectiveness of resource allocation and
energy consumption can still affect the performance for E-
health systems. The authors in [30] focus on these issues
and propose a cost effective QoS-aware resource allocation
scheme for MCC based E-health systems. Their proposed
resource allocation scheme overcomes two important goals.
The first is to minimize the overhead in cloud platform and
guarantees the required resources for VM and given media
tasks to finish timely. The second is to minimize the cost
and energy consumption to handle all VMs with less number
of servers. The servers that are not in use should be pow-
ered off. To minimize task completion time and overhead
on servers, there should be a trade off between the cost and
energy consumption via increasing or decreasing the utiliza-
tion of servers.

Their proposed idea is based on the Nash Bargaining
Game that contains commodities and bargaining as a game
theoretic approach. In their proposed cloud resource alloca-
tion scheme, the entire datacentre acts as bargaining market
and the VMs which process the media tasks act as commodi-
ties in the bargaining market. All the servers participate in
the market and bargain for their desired commodities. The
Nashbargaininggame is responsible for assigning the desired
commodities to the servers in the market in such a way that
the social welfare is achieved and any VMs do not exceed
their capacities.
Resource allocation for media streaming applications Amr
et al. [31] proposed a prediction based resource allocation
scheme for media streaming applications. Their proposed
schememainly focuses on optimizing the tariff cost of media
cloud byminimizing themedia cloud reserved resources. The
wholemedia cloud is divided into threemodules; (1) demand
forecasting that predicts the future streaming needs from
users based on previous usage patterns, (2) cloud broker that
allocates the required resources and reserves a few others for
specific time and implements the prediction scheme obtained
in forecasting module and (3) media provider that provides

resources and streaming services to the users. Their proposed
solution considers the time-discount and non-linear tariff that
is changed by a cloud provider for the purpose of resource
reservation in cloud. On the basis of prediction of stream-
ing capacity’s future demand, the financial cost of Media
Cloud Provider (MCP) is minimized by using an algorithm
that accumulates the reservation time and amount of cloud
resources. Their proposed scheme also ensures that enough
resources are being reserved in cloud without any wastage.
Resource allocation for cloud-based video surveillance plat-
form Authors in [32] presented a resource allocation scheme
for cloud-based video surveillance environment. Their pro-
posed scheme focuses on optimizing the VM resources to
fulfil various types of user services which are provided by
MCC. Single service is not effective for user requests but
composite services could be efficient and optimal. Their pro-
posed design is the composition of two mechanisms: (1)
Linear Programming Model and (2)Heuristic Approach that
can dynamically allocate resources inmedia cloud. Cost opti-
mization and service response time are being improved by
this approach. They tested their proposed prototype initially
inside the Amazon cloud under a limited type of extent. The
VSS directory is a composition for the users such as fire
fighters and security personnel that provide the payment ser-
vices, analysis, sharing, streaming, and transcoding services
through an interface of web browser.
Media-edge cloud Wenwuet et al. in [23] introduced amedia-
edge cloud (MEC) design for MCC. Their proposed design
provides a parallel and distributed processing and Quality of
Service schemes. The media cloud is divided into three clus-
ters; (1) Central Processing Unit (CPU), (2) Storage, and (3)
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Media graphic processes
are performed on GPU clusters. However, the CPU clusters
performs the general media processes and storage is man-
aged by storage clusters. A media cloud proxy is also used
to handle the heterogeneous media contents of mobile users.
Resource allocation controller for cloud-based adaptive
video streaming Luca et al. [33] presented a resource alloca-
tion controller for video streaming in MCC. The aim was to
provide high-quality video streaming to end users at minimal
distribution cost. A controller is responsible for resource allo-
cation that dynamically archives the resource management.
This resource allocation controller contained three modules:
(1) Load Balancer, (2) Resource allocation, and (3) Stream
switching adaptation controller (SSAC). First two modules
are synchronized such that the user sends a request which
is assigned to the active server by a load balancer and then
adaptive video streaming session is started. SSAC instance
is also started with this process. In the mean while, active
server sends feedback to RAC through monitor that decides
the behaviour of the machine to be ON or OFF. Figure 6
describes this design. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed solution, authors used CDNSim after some mod-
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Fig. 6 System overview

ifications on the bases of INET and Omnet++ framework.
The following metrics are being measured for the purpose of
performance evaluation of resource allocator controller:

• The number of active machines.
• The cost of CPU usage.
• The fraction of streams that obtain the maximum video
level.

The simulation is done with the help of realistic work load.
The results are taken considering the delivery cost so that
their proposed architecture can provide high-quality video
streaming to the end users while saving the distribution costs.
Power saving scheme for multimedia streaming services Yi-
Wei et al. [34] introduced a power saving based scheme
for multimedia streaming services in MCC. The authors
proposed a multimedia service architecture for streaming
services over embedded system that uses the digital signal
processor. Themain focus is ondeliveringhigh-qualitymedia
service in cloud and save the power for mobile devices. The
whole design is divided into three parts; (1) Android OS on
hardware platform, (2) Power saving scheme, and (3) Digi-
tal signal processing (DSP) module. When the user requests
for video streaming, the server loads the desired video into
memory buffer using HTTP. The multimedia framework is
called by application layer to analyse video format and even-
tually the packets are sent to the DSP for decoding. Finally,
the desired video packets are sent to the memory buffer and
users, respectively, through advanced ARM Linux hardware
platform.

For achieving an efficient embedded system development
and to minimize the kernel burning time, the Network File

System (NFS) is used to mount the Android File System
(AFS). To mount the catalog of the AFS on the local server,
TCP/IP protocol stack is being used by NFS. Application
files can be removed, added, or modified by the user through
a single remote control. Video files are used to test the perfor-
mance of the hardware platform. The performance of DSP
chip, ARM chip, and mixed ARM is compared on system
operation state.
QoS-aware data forwarding for multimedia streaming ser-
vice Seokhoon et al. [23] presented a QoS-aware scheme for
data forwarding for Multimedia Streaming Services (MSS).
In the proposed scheme, the QDFA synchronization process
is used to improve the transmission efficiency with the appli-
cation ofmore accurate and precisemeasures of transmission
time under IEEE 1588 standard. To provide better quality,
an improved and novel scheme, based on QDFA, uses the
techniques of GMPLS, DiffServ, POSIA, and IntServ. The
characteristics of background traffic like SMTP and interac-
tive traffic like HTTP is used to burst the QDFA. To evaluate
the performance of proposed algorithm, different schemes
such IntServ,MPLS, andDiffServ are comparedwithQDFA.
The proposed scheme used 250 destinations for each side and
multimedia streaming traffic is used in simulation as a traffic
type for P2P hybrid network.
Two-stage approach for task and resource management
Biao et al. [35] presented a two-stage scheme for task
and resource management in MCC. The proposed approach
mainly focuses on resource management, in which it defines
the way of assigning VMs to the actual servers and task
management where VMs were assigned the tasks. Their
proposed heuristic scheme for resource management and
task management has been done by queuing mechanism via
adding a deadline approach in user requests. Then, task man-
ager and resource allocator optimally minimize the cost and
enhance the QoS for multimedia services. The following
Fig. 7 describes the design of this scheme.

3 Task management in multimedia cloud
computing

In this section, we discuss a comprehensive overview of dif-
ferent techniques for multimedia cloud computing under the
category of task management in MCC.
Effective load balancing for cloud based multimedia system
Hui et al. [36] highlighted a key challenge that can severely
affect the performance of the cloud computing (i.e., assign-
ing accurate amount of cloud resources in a short period of
time to the multimedia applications). To overcome this issue
an efficient load balancing scheme for cloud-based process-
ing is introduced, which is called a cloud-based multimedia
load balancing scheme. This scheme manages the capacity
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Fig. 7 System overview

Fig. 8 Workload scheduling for MCC architecture

of individual node in the cloud as well as assigns the exact
capacity to the coming traffic over the parallel links.

The system consists of multiple scattered service nodes
which process multimedia applications and services over the
Internet. The proposed approach is divided into three dif-
ferent layers: (1) resource manager that is responsible for
assigning appropriate resources; (2) node manager, which is
responsible for managing node in the system and allocates
the tasks, and (3) node servers that are responsible for exe-
cuting multimedia tasks as presented in Fig. 8. In order to
achieve required objective the multimedia task is processed
in this three-layer system. In the proposed cloud-based mul-
timedia load balancing scheme, the resource manager selects
required and appropriate node for media tasks that depend
on the need of user media tasks. Finally, the node manager
assigns that services node to the media tasks.
Workload scheduling for multimedia cloud computing Mul-
timedia applications and services are time oriented and

Fig. 9 Workload scheduling for multimedia cloud computing

produce large-scale workload. So, there is need of an effi-
cient workload scheme that can enhance the performance
of cloud computing. Different workload scheduling schemes
are discussed in [37]. There are two main challenges which
can affect the performance of multimedia applications in a
cloud platform; (1) service response time and (2) resource
cost minimization. The authors in [37] addressed these two
important issues and proposed a greedy algorithm for work-
load scheduling in MCC.

The proposed approach dynamically adjusts the work-
load in MCC. As the workload is varying with the time,
the time domain is divided into two different slots and
distributed between these two time slots. The VMs are
divided into different classes and each class is dedicated for
a specific task, also known as virtual cluster, as presented
is Fig. 9. Their proposed workload scheme addressed the
service response time and resource cost optimization by for-
mulating their optimized solutions. Service response time is
used as important factor to minimize the mean response time
by optimizing the workload scheduling weights for different
virtual clusters, subject to the queuing stability constraint at
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each cluster. The workload conserving constraint, schedul-
ing weight constraints, and resource cost optimization are
all about minimizing the total resource cost by jointly opti-
mizing the workload assignments and the allocated VMs
in the on-demand reservation schemes. The optimization
is carried out with subject to the application response time
constraint, queuing stability constraint, VM reservation con-
straint, workload conserving constraint, and the workload
scheduling weight constraint.
Dynamicmultiservice loadbalancing Chun-Cheng et al. [37]
presented a hierarchical cloud-based multimedia system that
consisted of a resource manager, cluster heads, and server
clusters. User requests arrive at resource manager which
transfers them to the contended server cluster. Cluster head
assigns the appropriate resources to the user requests. The
main issue addressed in this cloud-based multimedia system
is how to optimally distribute workload in the system with-
out affecting the performance of the multimedia system. To
enhance the workload distribution in this system, a Genetic
algorithm-based dynamic multi-service load balancing algo-
rithm is proposed.

Authors in [36] proposed a scheme that is based on scheme
presented in [38]. Their proposed scheme handles the similar
types of multimedia tasks by formulating the dynamic cloud
multimedia system (CMS) according to time. Time is further
divided intomultiple time stepswhere in each time step,CMS
is modeled as a complete weighted graph. CMS components
are represented in the form of weighted graph U, in which a
set of vertices represents a server clusters.V is a set of vertices
which represents the users requests and similarly, E presents
the set of edges between U and V. The proposed functions
limit the media servers for a specific media task by providing
the QoS to the system and minimizing the link costs between
client and cloud server clusters. Furthermore, the functional-
ity of Genetic Algorithm (GA) works is based on evolutional
theory of population. GA finds the optimal solution from the
given solution set. GA also finds an efficient load balancing
technique for CMS by dividing the problem into different
steps. First, it randomly generates a set of all the possible
solutions. Second, it selects the optimal pair of solutions.
Third, it compares the selected pair of optimal solution set
with the optimal solutions. Based on this idea the proposed
dynamic load balancing scheme is divided into four compo-
nents; (1) initialization, (2) selection crossover, (3) mutation,
and (4) repair. These components work in the same way as
GA performs its actions.
Cloud-based service architecture for multimedia streaming
using Hadoop Myoungjin et al. [39] discussed the mul-
timedia applications and services that require very high
processing and computing technologies. There are certain
issues like load balancing, fault tolerance, and task manage-
ment that could affect the performance ofmedia applications.
To overcome these issues and enhance the performance of

multimedia application, a distributed multimedia stream-
ing system is proposed in [39]. The prime objective of
proposed system is to convert the variety of videos in
MPEG-4 format which is used to further distribute them
among a variety of heterogeneous multimedia users. Their
proposed scheme reduces the transcoding time by using
Hadoop file system and minimizes the content delivery
delays by using streaming distribution algorithm. Hadoop
clustering techniques are used to enhance the performance
and efficiency of content delivery using Hadoop policies and
strategies.

Their proposed system architecture is divided into three
modules; (1) the Hadoop-based distributed multimedia
transcoding module (HadoopDMT), (2) Hadoop-based dis-
tributed multimedia streaming module (HadoopDMS), and
(3) cloud multimedia management module (CMM). The
HadoopDMT transcodes the video into standard format such
as MPEG-4 which is compatible with most of the media
devices. When a video was transcoded, it moves to the
Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) which is a part of
HadoopDMS. Then, HadoopDMS divides the media con-
tents into sub parts and distributes them in the system. These
sub parts of media contents are saved on three nodes, so, the
data could bemade available in case of any failure. The prime
purpose of CMM system is to manage tasks, schedule tasks,
and load balancing.
Adaptive multimedia cloud computing centre applied on
H.264/SVC streaming Multimedia applications have now
become highly efficient and mature with the advancement
in network bandwidth and internet technologies [40]. Media
streaming has become a challenging issue in cloud-based
media system. The authors in [40] addressed these issues
and proposed an adoptive multimedia system based on
H.264/SVC.Their proposed schemeaddressed the communi-
cation links between the client side and cloud provider aswell
as the load balancing in the cloud platform. Algorithm in [39]
determines the streaming path between the client and cloud
provider based on the client side bandwidth and process-
ing power to provide the high-quality video streaming to the
clients.

The media cloud proposed architecture is comprised of
three different types of nodes: (1) index node, (2) content
node, and (3) streaming nodes. The working of this media
cloud architecture is described as follows:

• When a user request for a video arrives then this request
is sent to the index node. As the request reaches the index
node, the load balancing mechanisms are executed and
asked for the require content holder node.

• Videos are divided into multiple segments and stored on
different content nodes. Content nodes are checked to
find the required contents containing nodes.
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• At client side the index node inquires the streaming nodes
for bandwidth requirement and forwards this bandwidth
report to required content containing nodes.

• In order to find the load balancing capacities streaming
nodes are examined for their hardware resources. After
doing this results are handed over to the load balanc-
ingmodel for content capturing, analysis, separation, and
streaming.

• Index node asks for setting the quality level to the stream-
ing node and gives information about the required con-
tent. So, the streaming node can download the required
video.

• The downloaded content is analysed and separated
according to the H.264/SVC coding scheme. Finally, the
address of selected streaming node is sent to index node
and it forwards that address to client side.

QoS/QoEmapping and adjustment model in the cloud-based
multimedia infrastructure Cloud-based multimedia system
interacts with current IP-based network where it faces QoS
and multi-cast service support challenges [41]. The cloud
providers ensure the QoS in the system. They neglect user
perspective which is an important factor in the design of
cloud-based multimedia systems. QoE describes that how
cloud-based multimedia system would enhance the usability
of the users. QoE is categorized into two further subcat-
egories named objective and subjective. When system is
monitored for technical parameters, i.e. throughput, delay,
and packet loss, it is called objective approach and when it
monitors the system on user opinion, then it is called subjec-
tive approach.

In multimedia systems, user perspective has always been
lacking. Thus, Wei-Ting et al. [41] proposed a QoE mapping
and adjustment model that worked by translating the net-
work QoS parameters into the user QoE under a cloud-based
multimedia infrastructure. The proposed model consists of
threemajor sectors and the simulation results showed that the
user’s QoE and network QoS are consistent with each other.
The service provider could use the proposed QoE function to
monitor the users’ QoE perception and to respond quickly to
rectify problems that degraded QoE in the multimedia cloud.
Quality-assured cloud bandwidth auto-scaling for video-on-
demand applications TheVideo onDemand (VoD) providers
used cloud computing bandwidth resources to guarantee the
availability of VoD to the clients. Authors in [42] proposed a
predictive resource auto-scaling system which dynamically
booked the minimum bandwidth resources from multiple
data centres for the VoD provider to match its short-term
demand projections. The proposed architecture enhances the
performance of video streaming using cloud-based auto-
scaling bandwidth mechanism.

Table 1 In this section, we present the critical analysis of the presented
state-of-the-art related to resource allocation and task management and
also present the corresponding open research issues

S. no. Issue Description

1 QoE It is the extent to which user
accepts the application

2 QoS It is the efficiency of the
system to perform user
tasks

3 Cost optimization It is the process, in which
cloud provider minimizes
the user’s cost to rent the
cloud platform

4 Service response time It is time, in which user
request arrive at cloud
manager, processed by the
cloud and then send result
back to user

5 Task management It is the scheduling of user’s
tasks in the cloud platform

6 Resource allocation It is the allocation of
resources to incoming
user’s requests

Their proposed scheme contains certain features as fol-
lows: it is predictive, it records the history of bandwidth
utilization for each video channel, and estimates the com-
ing requirements of clients. Moreover, a channel interleaving
scheme is used for video contents. This scheme provides high
quality videos to the clients by ensuring the demanded video
quality and guarantees the less utilization of network band-
width.

The following Table 1 presents the important performance
metrics used to evaluate the performance of MCC and their
corresponding short description.

4 Future directions and open issues

(1) Queuing model: Queuing model is an efficient mecha-
nism but there is a possibility of wastage of resources.
As every queue has a its own separate computing unit,
it is not possible to keep the computing resource busy
all the time as well as queues work-loaded. Hence, more
accurate and efficient mechanisms are required which
minimize the resource wastage and improve the system
performance.

(2) Priority services-based queuing model: Priority queu-
ing scheme is an efficient mechanism but there is a high
possibility of increased service response time. As every
queue is processed according to predefined priority and
if any urgent task needs to be processed then it will not
be processed until its priority arrives. There is a need
to enhance this priority queuing scheme for the same
reason.
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Table 2 Comparison among
presented works

S. no. QoE QoS Cost
optimization

Service
response time

Task
management

Resource
allocation

[24] Yes Yes No No No Yes

[25] No No Yes Yes No Yes

[26] No No Yes Yes No Yes

[27] No Yes No No No Yes

[28] No Yes Yes Yes No Yes

[29] No Yes No No No Yes

[30] No Yes No No No Yes

[31] No No Yes No No Yes

[32] No Yes No No No Yes

[33] No No Yes No No Yes

[34] No Yes No No No Yes

[23] No Yes No No No Yes

[35] No No No No Yes Yes

[36] No No No Yes Yes Yes

[37] No No Yes Yes Yes No

[38] No No No Yes Yes No

[39] No No No No Yes No

[40] No Yes No No Yes No

[41] No Yes No No Yes Yes

[42] No Yes No No Yes Yes

(3) Dynamic resource allocation: Dynamic resource allo-
cation mechanism is working well in homogeneous
environment. However, there is a need to enhance this
mechanism for heterogeneous scenarios as well.

(4) QoS-based resource allocation: QoS-based resource
allocation scheme is an efficient mechanism that can
greatly improve the usage and cost of resources. How-
ever, service response time increases in resource alloca-
tion and re-allocation processes. Therefore, some more
efficient ways are required that can improve the ser-
vice response time under QoS-based resource allocation
techniques.

(5) Media task QoS-based resource allocation:Media task
QoS-based resource allocation scheme can be further
improved by adding some other important performance
metrics.

(6) Cost effective QoS-based resource allocation: Cost
effective QoS-based resource allocation scheme jointly
deals with the resource cost minimization and QoS-
based resource allocation. This scheme has a great
potential to greatly minimize the resource. However,
there is overhead in migration of virtual machines and
physical servers which can be further improved as an
enhancement in this architecture.

(7) Resource allocation for media streaming: Resource
allocation formedia streaming services scheme is based
on future forecasting and is an efficient mechanism
which can improve the resource usage and cost of

resources jointly. However, the future forecasting is
notmuchmatured. Therefore, prediction function could
be improved more by applying some efficient artificial
intelligence techniques to obtain more accurate results
and better performance.

(8) Media-edge cloud: Media-edge cloud computing is
an efficient resource allocation mechanism that can
improve the QoS. However, there is need to enhance
its resource allocation mechanism for better cost and
resource utilization.

(9) Two-stage resource allocations: Two-stage resource
allocation is an efficient mechanism that supports QoS
features in MCC. However, it cannot support QoE for
the users that can be added as a future work in this
scheme to obtain more efficient results.

(10) Effective load balancing: Effective load balancing
scheme is an efficient scheme for MCC. However, it
still has some scalability issues especially under the
increased work load scenarios. Therefore, more effi-
cient ways need to be explored to enhance the system
overall performance.

(11) Workload scheduling: Workload scheduling technique
which is mainly based on a greedy algorithm is also
an efficient way for load balancing. However, under
heavy workload scenarios it does not produce efficient
results. Therefore, more improvements and efficient
techniques are needed to enhance the system perfor-
mance.
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Table 3 Cloud infrastructures
S. no. Cloud infrastructure Multimedia service

[24] Media edge cloud Distributed image processing

[25] Windows Azure General multimedia services

[26] Windows Azure General multimedia services

[27] MediaPaaS Video streaming/

[28] CloudSim General multimedia services

[29] CloudSim General multimedia services

[30] CloudSim E-health services

[31] Numerically/simulation Multimedia streaming

[32] Amazon cloud platform Video surveillance

[33] CDNsim Video streaming

[34] Android multimedia platform Multimedia streaming

[23] Hybrid peer-to-peer networks Multimedia streaming

[35] Amazon EC2 General multimedia services

[36] Deployment of cloud infrastructure General multimedia services

[37] Amazon EC2 General multimedia services

[38] Deployment of cloud infrastructure General multimedia services

[39] Deployment of Hadoop cloud infrastructure Multimedia streaming

[40] H.264/SVC based cloud platform Multimedia streaming

[41] NS-2 simulation Video streaming

[42] Simulations Video-on-demand

(12) Dynamicmulti-service load balancing:Dynamicmulti-
service load balancing scheme manages the load bal-
ancing using genetic algorithms that further can be
improved for achievingmore accurate results and better
system performance.

(13) Cloud-based service architecture formultimedia stream-
ing using Hadoop:Kim et al. have evaluated this design
on Linux-based self-configured system. Therefore, for
better performance analysis and getting more inter-
esting results, this system should also be tested on
some other commonly used architecture/systems such
as Amazon, and Rackspace compute.

The below Table 2 presents the comprehensive analysis of
above discussed state-of-the-art. Similarly, Table 3 presents
cloud infrastructures and their correspondingmultimedia ser-
vices and applications.

5 Conclusion

This paper discussed the state-of-the-art under two impor-
tant performance metrics; (1) resource allocation and (2)
task management in newly emerged computing paradigm,
known as multimedia cloud computing, which turned the
whole computing pattern into service-oriented environment.
This newly emerged computing paradigm has high process-
ing capabilities and large storage capacities to process quality

of service demanding multimedia applications and services
with very strict quality of service requirement. This paper has
also highlighted some future directions and open research
issues which can help the researchers to define their future
research directions in the field of multimedia cloud comput-
ing.
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